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Epigenetic Biomarkers: TRL Analysis

TRL average = 4.88
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Epigenetic Biomarkers: SWOT Analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

● DNA methylation age biomarkers may be good predictors of age-related 
diseases and mortality risk.

● The most widely used and well-validated epigenetic clocks the Horvath clock  
and Hannum’s clock.

● Age-dependent CpG signatures can be defined independently of sex, tissue 
type, disease state and array platform. Multi-tissue age predictor - high 
accuracy in the training data (age correlation 0.97, error = 2.9 years). Age 
predictor performs well in heterogeneous tissues.

● DNAm clocks are the most popular so far.

● Larger cohorts, more age groups, and health conditions would be needed to 
properly take into account the interindividual variability, as well as any 
potential association with lifestyle and nutritional differences.

● DNAm markers are directly used to estimate time to death.
● Neither GrimAge not PhenoAge are aging clocks: their definitions of age 

acceleration are not intended to approximate CA. 

Opportunities Threats

● It remains to be seen whether the  DNAm age of easily accessible 
fluids/tissues (for example, saliva, buccal cells, blood, skin) can serve as a 
surrogate marker for inaccessible tissues (for example, brain, kidney,  liver).

● Future research will need to clarify whether DNAm age is only a marker of 
aging or relates to an effector of aging.

● Methods are invasive, rely on expensive assays of tissue samples. The low 
cost methods are needed.

● Ethical and legal challenges might be a serious concern for practical 
implementation, due to negative public perception — similarly to genetic 
biomarkers. 
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Epigenetic Biomarkers: Publications Overview
Publication Index (Ratio between Aging/Longevity Biomarkers and Total Publications)
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